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ABSTRACT

There could be numerous reasons that drive organizations to provide privacy protections to end users 
in the applications they develop and maintain. Organizational motivations towards privacy affects the 
quality of privacy received by end users. Understanding these motivations and the approaches taken 
by organizations towards privacy protection would assist the policymakers and regulators to define ef-
fective frameworks encouraging organizational privacy practices. This study focuses on understanding 
the motivations behind organizational decisions and the approaches they take to embed privacy into the 
software applications. The authors analyzed 40 organizations different in size, scope, scale of operation, 
nature of data used, and revenue. they identified four groups of organizations characterized by the ap-
proach taken to provide privacy protection to their users. The taxonomy contributes to the organizational 
perspective of privacy. The knowledge presented here would help addressing the challenges in the domain 
of user privacy in software applications and services.

INTRODUCTION

With the pervasiveness of information technology, connected applications that continuously collect user 
data have become indispensable in modern life (Shapiro, 2016). Users heavily depend on organizations 
that develop and publish software applications to protect an enormous amount of personal data disclosed, 
such as locations, personal schedules, identification and financial information and even blood types and 
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glucose levels (Ginosar & Ariel, 2017). This impose a huge responsibility and risk on the organizations 
that collect, store and process user data in their businesses to uphold the trust extended by end users on 
their data practices.

Privacy experts and privacy-concerned users are continuously demanding for better privacy through 
ubiquitous systems such as on-line sales, banking, social networking applications, mobile phones and 
telecommunication services (Sarvas & Frohlich, 2011). Research community in the field of privacy and 
security are implementing methodologies for organizations to follow, in embedding privacy into the 
systems they develop (Langheinrich, 2001) (Wright & De Hert, 2012). Governments and legal authori-
ties are pushing organizations to comply with rules and regulations defined to protect end user privacy 
(Fromholz, 2000). However, for the success of all of the aforementioned attempts this research aims to 
address the following research questions,

• What motivate organizations, to embed privacy into the software systems they develop and on-
line services they provide?

• Driven by these motivations, what are the approaches taken by organizations to embed privacy 
into the systems they develop and maintain?

Organizations that deal with personal information of users differ significantly in size, scope, scale 
of operation, field of operation, nature of data stored and used, and by the revenue they make. It is 
estimated that the volume of user data stored in Facebook would be measured in zeta-bytes by 2020 
(Anthonysamy, Rashid, & Chitchyan, 2017), which cannot even compare to the amount of data handled 
by small-scale companies. Anecdotal evidence suggest that such differences in organizational structures 
and backgrounds, affect their approach towards end user privacy. Nevertheless, Ginosar and Ariel (Gi-
nosar & Ariel, 2017) emphasize that an interpretation of privacy from an organizational aspect has been 
missing from the privacy research approaches taken so far. Understanding this gap is critical because, 
as Brunton and Nissen (Brunton & Nissen, 2017) claim, “In the digital economy, the real power is not 
held by individual consumers and citizens using their smart-phones and laptops to navigate the twists 
and turns of their lives, but by the large government and corporate entities who monitor them”.

Driven by these motivations, we scrutinized 40 organizations that deal with user data. Our study 
revealed interesting aspects as to how different organizations see and perceive user privacy within 
their business practices. Further, we define a taxonomy of privacy protection approaches adopted by 
organizations based on the motivation they have towards end user privacy. Based on our taxonomy we 
provide implications for businesses, governments and researchers to consider in establishing privacy 
frameworks, regulations and policies.

Our work contributes to the knowledge of organizational perspective on privacy in the governing 
and regulating authorities that define and enforce privacy regulations. Findings of this study would also 
help the research community to identify how to communicate their research and proposals on privacy 
methodologies, and guidelines effectively to target organizations. Through this work we invite the re-
search community and national and sectoral bodies (Ginosar & Ariel, 2017) to focus on providing tailor 
made privacy solutions for businesses operating on different types of personal data for different business 
motives and purposes, in different scales and business models.

The paper is structured as below. The related work extensively elaborate on work done so far in 
identifying organizational characteristics pertaining to their decisions and approaches towards privacy. 
Research methodology section contains information on our study approach followed by the results. In 
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